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A warm welcome to our fourth issue
of Connect and our first for 2017.
Connect is SANNE’s regular
technical bulletin aimed at		
fund managers, their advisers 		
and investors.
2016 will be remembered by many as a year
of shocks and we certainly experienced
turbulence on a global scale and across
asset classes. As we move into 2017 and the
Chinese Year of the Rooster, we thought it
would be useful to look at the impact of
some of these events and to explore
developments in various jurisdictions that
aim to facilitate global investment into and
out of Asia.
In our first article we look at some of the
recent global news headlines and their
potential impacts on Asia in 2017. These
insights were drawn out from a roundtable
discussion in Singapore at the end of 2016.
The SANNE thought leadership focused
event gathered together a panel of industry
leaders and was in association with Nabarro.

In this edition
2 Alternative investments in Asia – Valérie
Mantot of SANNE
5 Singapore – The real estate opportunity in
the year of the rooster – Teo Wee Hwee of
PWC Singapore
8 Growing Singapore’s Funds Platform
– Daniel Yong of Morgan Lewis Stamford
10 Perfectly positioned for private equity
– Noel Walsh of SANNE

I am delighted that our first guest article is
from Teo Wee Hwee, Partner at PwC
Singapore and Real Estate & Hospitality Tax
Leader, Fund Structuring & International Tax
and Anulekha Samant, Tax Director – PwC
Singapore, Funds and Real Estate. Their
article looks at Singapore and explores not
just the opportunities for well-structured
investments into Asian real estate, but also
at the opportunities to utilise its investment
vehicles for both out-bound Asian and global
investments into for example, European
real estate.
Daniel Yong of Morgan Lewis Stamford has
provided our second guest article. It
provides a useful insight into the growth of
the Singapore funds industry over recent

years and looks in detail at the development
of the OIEC framework which is hoped will
keep Singapore moving ever forward in
the development of the fund		
management industry.
We also feature an article from my colleague
Noel Walsh at SANNE. This article provides
thoughts on the efforts and benefits of
Jersey as a jurisdiction that is affirming its
place as a key bridge into Asia for European
and US managers alike.
I hope you find this edition of SANNE
Connect interesting and engaging, and I hope
to continue the discussions through the Year
of the Rooster and beyond.

Valérie Mantot
Director				
Asia
t: +65 6809 3777 			
e: valerie.mantot@sannegroup.com
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+

How will Donald Trump’s election
affect the world?

+

After the decision to ‘Brexit’, can
we expect continued investments
in Britain?

+

Could the future see Japan making
more overseas investments?
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We have all witnessed a number
of interesting developments in
Europe, in the Americas and in 		
Asia throughout 2016.
The changes we have seen have directly
impacted the Singapore asset management
industry and have been the subject of a
number of debates amongst Singapore
based investment funds experts and
industry professionals.
SANNE, alongside Nabarro LLP, hosted a
roundtable discussion forum in Singapore on
1 December with an invited panel of industry
experts from Knight Frank, Lazard, Lloyds and
EY. The panel discussed their key experiences
and their 2017 forecasts for the Asian asset
management industry. Although,
discussions were mainly focused on
alternative investments, some of the panel’s
inputs were relevant to all asset classes and
sectors upon reflection.

Key roundtable insights
The Trump impact			
The first topic debated was the impact that
Donald Trump’s election in the United States
would have across the globe. There was
general consensus amongst the participants
that they would adopt a ‘balanced’ approach
post-election until there is more clarity on
Trump’s administration strategy and
priorities. Moreover, the panellists felt that
Trump’s pro-business rhetoric could be quite
positive in the APAC region provided that
protectionist policies would not have been
enforced by the Trump administration as
announced during his presidential campaign.

Brexit					
The panellists covered some of the political
and economic events impacting Europe in
2016, including the UK’s EU referendum result
and decision to ‘Brexit’. Europe was expected
to remain as the no.1 location for outbound

Brexit

Growth
sectors

investments sponsored by APAC institutional
and private investors. According to the
experts on the roundtable, this leading
position is partly explained by the fact that
the US is inaccessible to certain types of
investors for tax reasons. In particular - and
despite Brexit – the city of London is, and will
remain, an attractive real estate investment
location due to the potential returns available
once the cost of borrowing has been
factored in.

New
attractive
markets

New attractive markets 		

Another attractive market which was
highlighted during the debate is Japan. Some
of the experts shared that a good proportion
of the large Japanese institutional investors,
such as Japan’s £1trillion Government
Pension Investment Fund, have announced
upcoming funds allocations into overseas
alternative investments. However, the panel
noted that it will take some time before this
becomes a trend more broadly across the
Japanese institutional investors which are
Growth sectors			 still, as a majority, focusing more on the
In terms of European assets, the panellists
domestic market.
indicated that student accommodation and
logistics’ facilities were two sectors in which
they expected to see grow in the United
kingdom and Germany over the next few
years. Some of the panellists were also
anticipating the same trends to occur, for the
same asset classes, in Japan and Australia.

Growth of
emerging
markets

Growth of emerging markets		
One of the final topics addressed by the
panellists looked at the challenges and
opportunities in the Emerging Markets. In the
key growth areas of education, healthcare,
food and beverage, IT and technology and
hospitality, the panel all agreed that there
were growing opportunities in SEA countries
such as Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia and
the Philippines.
This can be seen by the increasing number of
funds being focused on these markets
because of the challenges first-time or small/

“The panellists felt that Trump’s probusiness rhetoric could be quite positive
in the APAC region .”
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Valérie Mantot
Director				
Asia
t: +65 6809 3777			
e: valerie.mantot@sannegroup.com

medium size managers face when attempting
to launch pan-Asian funds.

SANNE/Nabarro 		
Roundtable series			
Following the success of this roundtable, we

In summary				 are delighted to announce that SANNE and
It was clear from the panel discussion that
whilst there continues to be concerns around
the potential impacts the developments of
2016 will have on the Singapore asset
management industry in 2017 and beyond,
there are a wide range of opportunities that
position Singapore well to continue to
compete as a leading international financial
centre and in the asset management
industry globally.

Nabarro’s roundtable discussion forums will
continue into 2017 on a quarterly basis.
These will continue to be held in
Singapore and engage with experts 		
and industry professionals.
Should you wish to be involved, please get in
touch with valerie.mantot@sannegroup.com

Roundtable panellists: (left to right)
David Lazell, Valérie Mantot, Zena Couppey, Matthew Nortcliff, Ian Loh, Varun Parmar, Timothy Wheeler and David Kimis.
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Singapore:
The real estate
opportunity in the year
of the rooster

Key topics
+

Why is interest in Singapore rising?

+

Do the tax treaties offer exemption
on gains on the sale of shares?

+

Could Singapore become an
alternative platform to hold
European real estate assets?

It is no secret that Asian real estate
funds are growing in popularity, be it
through Asian focused funds, the
increase in allocation to Asia for
global funds or single investor
mandates focusing on 			
Pan –Asian countries.
As this capital finds its way to various
investment destinations within Asia-Pacific,
it is common to find a holding location which
efficiently pools capital or if possible, has
the holding vehicle in the same location as
the fund manager. In this pursuit, Singapore
is often the choice. There are a few reasons
for this, one being the fund management
team is based in Singapore and the added
benefit of an extensive tax treaty network
that Singapore has globally (in excess of 80
tax treaties and counting).

The question being asked is ‘Does an
extensive network actually translate into the
best tax outcome for an investor?’ The
answer unfortunately is not that straight
forward. As you will know, for a real estate
investment, the focus is to manage the tax
paid on distributable profits especially
where there are core assets in play, but the
cream on the top in some cases, is to be
able to exit with no capital gains tax in the
underlying country.
Does Singapore’s tax treaty network offer
the magic capital gain exemption on the sale
of unlisted shares of land rich companies
where they are wholly owned by the foreign
investor? If it does not, then are we missing
out on an alternative holding location such
as the Netherlands?
Let’s start with looking at some of the
popular destinations like Australia, India,
China and Japan.
The tax treaties that Singapore has with
Australia and Japan do not exempt capital
gains on the sale of interests in property
holding vehicles. There are ways to manage
the tax paid in those countries but there is no
prudent manner of sale which results in no
tax on exit. The Dutch treaty with Australia is
broadly consistent with the Singapore tax
treaty and so there is no clear winner here.
The same could be said for the Japanese tax
treaty with the Netherlands as it does not
offer capital gains tax exemption on the sale
of interests in land rich companies.

China has no preferred partners, so the
10% tax on exit is something that investors
are getting used to.
Coming to India, the tax treaty with
Singapore was a good one as it offered
capital gain exemption on the sale of shares
of Indian property companies similar to the
exemption offered with under the IndiaMauritius tax treaty. Even though both
treaties offered the same exemption, the
Singapore treaty was considered the
preferred option as it gave certainty of
exemption if certain conditions were met.
Well, that is likely to be history at least for
direct transfer of shares, given the treaty
with Singapore has been re-negotiated to do
away with the capital gain exemption (at the
back of the Mauritius treaty). The Dutch
treaty with India gives India the right to tax
gains on sale of shares of a company which
derives value mainly from the Indian
immovable properties. However,
interestingly, it excludes a real property
where it is used for the business of the
company. This does potentially present an
opportunity to argue that businesses such
as hotels and factories should not be
considered land rich companies. How
successfully this can be argued out with the
Indian tax authorities warrants a separate
in-depth review.
Moving to the South East Asian region,
Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia are gaining
traction on the amount of real estate
investment going into these countries.
STAY CONNECTED / ASIA FUNDS
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Where Singapore was used as a holding
platform, it used to work well for Thai real
estate investments, as the treaty did offer
exemption on the gains from the sale of
shares of Thai property holding companies.
However, with effect from 1 January 2017,
the new treaty with Thailand doesn’t offer
that capital gain exemption anymore.
The tax treaties with Vietnam and Indonesia
do not offer that exemption to a Singapore
company holding shares in a Vietnamese/
Indonesian real estate company.
On the other hand, the Netherlands has
managed to negotiate good tax treaties with
Thailand and Indonesia which does not give
taxing rights to these two countries in
respect of the sale of shares on real property
companies. The Netherlands has a
reasonably good treaty with Vietnam. Even if

it does not offer a blanket capital gain
exemption, one could claim exemption on
gains on the sale of shares on the grounds
that the property was used in the business of
a company, such as a hotel building or the
company was in the business of renting an
office building, though such a claim needs to
be tested thoroughly. In any case, an indirect
transfer of shares is an option since the
Dutch treaty offers that exemption.
Looking at the above, it is surprising how the
Dutch have managed to negotiate capital
gain exemption for sale of shares for the
above South Asian countries and a
marginally better one with India, at least on
paper. Does this spell bad news for
Singapore? Maybe not.
Any treaty claim has to be backed with a
good commercial reason for using that

“Singapore is a realistic option as a
preferred investment platform for real
estate investment in the Asia-Pacific and
European regions.”
6
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location coupled with the presence of
people on the ground. This holds true more
so now with tax structures in this new world
of tax morality and fairness. Using that
principle, even if some of the Asian treaties
with the Netherlands did well on the capital
gain exemption, the cost of maintaining a
Dutch platform could be expensive and at
the same time not practical given the key
people on the ground would be in Asia and in
many cases in Singapore. So, in the end,
Singapore could still be the answer for
Pan-Asian investments.

Investment into European assets
Given that the Dutch treaties put up a good
show for Asian investments, it would be only
fair for Singapore to make a bid as an
alternative platform to hold European real
estate assets. Sounds ludicrous ? Well, let’s
test it out.
Asian capital is steadily moving towards
European real estate investments for
diversification. Interesting times lie ahead for
the real estate community as we see capital
move both ways and not just from the
traditional route of West to the East. Where
Luxembourg and the Netherlands have
traditionally been used as a gateway to
Europe, does that hold true for Asian

Teo Wee Hwee
Partner				
PwC Singapore
t: +65 6236 7618 			
e: wee.hwee.teo@sg.pwc.com

Anulekha Smant
Tax Director				
PwC Singapore
t: +65 6236 3647			
e: anulekha.smant@sg.pwc.com

investors ? Maybe not. To illustrate this, let’s
pick some popular locations: UK, Germany,
Spain and Italy.
Starting with the UK, a holding company in
Jersey, Luxembourg or the Netherlands is
popularly used but could prove to be
cumbersome operationally for an Asian
investor. Incidentally, Singapore as an
alternative to hold UK direct investment
works equally well, meaning no UK tax		
on exit. It is arguably easier and cheaper
to administer.
The same applies to German real estate
assets. Where German real estate is held
directly by a foreign company, there is no
German tax on the sale of the shares of the
foreign company, be it Luxembourg, the
Netherlands or Singapore.
Where the Netherlands, Luxembourg or
Singapore is used to hold shares of a
Spanish/Italian real estate company, no
taxes are paid in Spain/Italy on the sale of
shares of the property holding company.
Though it appears that the Netherlands and
Luxembourg have an edge over Singapore
when it comes to exemption on dividends
and interest paid by the property holding
companies. This is due to EU parent-

subsidiary directives. It is not easy to claim
this exemption. This usually entails heavy
substance requirements like office space
and employees to benefit from these
income exemptions. Given the cost to
maintain substance, it may outweigh the
benefit of the tax exemption on income
flows which makes Singapore the natural
choice for such investments.
In fact, it is interesting to note that Singapore
actually has better treaties with some
European countries. Eg: Spain’s tax treaty
with Singapore offers 0% withholding tax on
dividends and 5% on interest,
whereas Spain’s tax treaties with
Luxembourg and Netherlands is 10% 		
on dividends and interest.
Once all options have been considered,
Asian investors looking to invest in Europe
need not settle for a European holding
platform. It may be more appropriate, and
possibly more efficient, to opt for an Asian
platform, like Singapore.

Closing thoughts		
Looking at all of the elements together,
Singapore is a realistic option as a preferred
investment platform for real estate
investment in the Asia-Pacific and

European regions. But having said that, there
is always room for improvement especially
when it comes to providing some exemption
on the sale of land rich companies in
Singapore’s tax treaties. For example,
Singapore is currently negotiating its tax
treaty with Indonesia. It could mimic Hong
Kong’s treaty with Indonesia which exempts
the sale of shares of a company with asset
heavy businesses. This could make the
treaty relatively attractive.
In respect of European real estate
investments, holding companies in
Luxembourg, Jersey or the Netherlands have
been used previously. That could have been
because of European investors buying into
such investments in the past. This may not
hold true of Asian investors, who would
prefer a location closer to home to hold
European investments. Singapore could be
that location. Though a Singapore holding
company may not be a familiar structure on
exit especially if sold to a European buyer.
The ultimate advantage is that it is still
cheaper and easier to administer a
Singapore company (as opposed to		
a European one) from Asia.

STAY CONNECTED / ASIA FUNDS
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Growing Singapore’s
funds platform

Key topics
+

Singapore emerges as an asset
management gateway: What does
this mean for fund managers?

+

What are the drawbacks of the
current regulatory framework?

+

How are plans to introduce new
regulatory framework for OEIC’s
predicted to impact Singapore?

The past decade has seen Singapore emerge as an asset management
gateway to Asia for fund managers. Such emergence is underpinned by an
excellent financial, legal and regulatory infrastructure, coupled with an
extensive trade, investment and tax treaty network. For example, fund
managers enjoy, amongst other things, attractive tax incentives for setting
up operations in Singapore.
Some interesting figures can be gleamed
from the 2015 Singapore Asset Management
Survey conducted by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS)1:
• Singapore’s assets under management
(AUM) grew to S$2.6 trillion in 2015, a
9% increase year-on-year and
almost doubling the AUM from		
2010 ($1.35 trillion)
• 80% of the total AUM is sourced outside
of Singapore, and 68% of the total AUM is
invested in the Asia-Pacific region
• a total of 628 fund managers are
registered or licensed with the MAS
• private equity/venture capital and real
estate drove the increase in alternative
AUM expansion for 2015

8
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Singapore’s participation in the fund
passporting arrangements offered under the
ASEAN Collective Investment Scheme 2
regime is envisaged to facilitate access to
regional markets of retail funds constituted
in Singapore through a streamlined
authorisation regime. These arrangements
hope to achieve economies of scale within a
framework that adopts common rules and
promotes certainty of tax, legal and
accounting treatment.

A Great Leap Forward			
In a keynote address by the Senior Minister
of State for Finance at the Investment
Management Association of Singapore’s 17th
Annual Conference held in Singapore on 16
March 2016, the Minister announced plans to
introduce a new regulatory framework for
open-end investment companies
(OEIC) in Singapore.

Daniel Yong
Partner				
Morgan Lewis Stamford			
t: +65 6389 3074
e: daniel.yong@morganlewis.com		
w: morganlewis.com

To date, traditional funds domiciled in
Singapore have adopted either the private
company or unit trust model. However, there
are drawbacks in each of these structures –
the corporate vehicle lacks variable capital
structures and presents some operational
limitations in relation to the issue and
redemption of shares, and dividend
distribution whilst a unit trust is not always
able to access double tax treaties.

Singapore Government’s quiver to further
entice both funds and fund managers to
re-locate and set up in Singapore.
Indeed, in an industry survey conducted in
2013, approximately 90% of the respondents
were in favour of the OEIC structure 3 ,
highlighting the phenomenally successful
Luxembourg experience with the UCITs and
non-UCITS structures.

“Umbrella structures allow managers to
pursue multi-strategies and target different
clientele, all within the parameters of a single
legal entity.”
As a result, while Singapore has been
successful in drawing asset managers to set
up operations in Singapore, the ramp-up in
terms of Singapore-domiciled fund vehicles
has advanced at a slower pace with many
Singapore-managed funds continuing to be
domiciled in, amongst others, Luxembourg,
Delaware and the Cayman Islands. As the
Minister observed, asset managers are
increasingly consolidating fund management
operations as well as fund domicile and the
OEIC initiative is another arrow in the

Currently there is a lack of information on the
proposed OEIC framework. The proposal will
likely address issues such as variable capital
structures within the legal entity, the legal
characteristics of each sub-fund or
compartment 4 and the dividend distribution
and/or redemption mechanics 5 .

efficiency to asset managers 7 , it crucially
plugs existing gaps in the choice of legal
entity in Singapore – that of the umbrella and
sub-funds structure where assets and
liabilities of each sub-fund can be shielded
from that of other sub-funds.
Umbrella structures allow managers to
pursue multi-strategies and target different
clientele, all within the parameters of a single
legal entity. If established under current
corporate entity laws in Singapore, for
example, through the use of different share
classes, assets invested into by one class of
investors nonetheless remain exposed to
liabilities of other share classes insofar as
third parties are concerned. The alternative
of using separate special purpose vehicles to
achieve such liability segregation would limit
the risk of contagion but increase
administrative cost.
The OEIC framework is targeted to be rolled
out by March 2017. It is a development that
will be closely-monitored and will further
bolster Singapore’s ongoing efforts in
becoming a premium destination for
managers and investors alike.

Based on experience in other jurisdictions
which have introduced similar structures 6 ,
the OEIC regime will not only present cost
savings and enhanced administrative

1. The survey can be accessed at http://www.mas.gov.sg/~/media/MAS/News%20and%20Publications/Surveys/Asset%20Management/2015%20AM%20Survey%20Report.pdf
2. Singapore had signed a Statement of Intent on the Asia Funds Region Passport in 2013 but declined in September 2015 to sign a subsequent Statement of Understanding (SOU) on
the basis previously committed to.
3. Survey conducted by PwC ‘Why not, indeed? A PwC viewpoint on creating a new platform for Singapore’s asset management industry’.
4. For example, would each compartment or sub-fund have separate legal identities or only contractual segregation of asset and liabilities.
5. Would dividends, for instance, be freely distributable or would the OEIC offer a dividend declaration rule that is simply less onerous than the current ‘accounting profit’ test for
Singapore corporate vehicles.
6. Different jurisdictional developments have given rise to various terminology for similar (and not necessarily identical) structures such as the protected cell company in Guernsey and
Jersey, and the segregated cell company or segregated portfolio company in the British Virgin Islands and the Cayman Islands.
7. As the manager would be able to, for example, rely on a single service provider, be it the distributor or custodian, and a single set of offering materials
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Perfectly positioned
for private equity

New York

Key topics
+

What are the benefits of Jersey’s
approach to the regulation of fund
service providers?

+

With Jersey’s status as a ‘third
country’, what are the
opportunities provided to
non-EU managers?

+

How do Jersey service multijurisdictional funds?

Jersey

Jersey is an important fund service jurisdiction for
alternative fund managers operating in Asia. Asianfocused funds seeking to attract capital in Europe and
from the United States can take advantage of Jersey’s
internationally recognised regulatory and legal regime,
deep funds industry experience, strong infrastructure
and access to public and private markets.
Sitting geographically between Asia and
America, Jersey spans the working days of all
the major markets, enabling effective
investor communications and transaction
management. Jersey has a broad range of
tried and tested fund products for regulated
and unregulated private equity investment
structures, including limited partnerships,
companies and unit trusts.

Regulation of service providers
Jersey has taken a market leading approach
to the regulation of fund service providers.
10
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Investors, particularly in Europe and the
United States, who expect an outsourced
administration model are familiar with Jersey
and appreciate that administrators and
other fund services businesses operating
here are effectively regulated.
Regulation of the administrator, rather than
of the fund, pushes the regulatory
compliance responsibilities onto the service
providers, whilst also providing comfort that
an unregulated fund is subject to adequate
independent oversight.

Jersey-based administrators and fund
services businesses do not require
regulatory consent to accept new nondomiciled client’s, such as Cayman private
equity funds. This makes the appointment of
Jersey administrators very easy. This is not
the case in some other fund domiciles.
There are other significant advantages:
• Due diligence undertaken by investors
prior to commitment can be concluded
more efficiently when reliance is placed
on the administrator’s regulatory status;
• Transaction management, particularly in
relation to due diligence undertaken by a
counterparty on the fund, may be
completed more expeditiously, and
• Bank account opening may be faster
when the bank is dealing with a
regulated entity.

European capital markets
Under the Alternative Investment Funds
Managers Directive (AIFMD), Jersey has the
status of a ‘third country’ non-European
Economic Area jurisdiction. Jersey funds can
market into the European Economic Area
jurisdiction (EEA) through national private
placement regimes where available. Jersey
funds can also target investors outside the
EEA without having to comply with AIFMD. As
one of the first non-EEA jurisdictions with a
fully compliant AIFMD product, Jersey has
become the jurisdiction of choice for
non-EU managers wishing to access
European capital markets. Jersey will also be
in the first wave of third countries to obtain a
passport for Jersey managers to market their
funds across the EEA. Although the
implementation timetable for passporting is
uncertain following the UK’s decision to leave
the European Union.

“As a fund administrator, it is essential to have
offices that can service these multijurisdictional funds, while also having a
presence in close proximity to the 		
fund manager.”
Multi-jurisdictional funds 		
Fund service providers who are serious
about attracting Asian clients have
established offices in key Asian markets,
including Hong Kong, Singapore and
mainland China. Fund structures have
become increasingly complex in recent
years. It is not uncommon to see feeder and
parallel funds established in multiple
jurisdictions for specific investor groups,
such as US and Non-US investors, European
investors and single investor funds for the
largest investors. Fund structures frequently
use a combination of Jersey, Cayman,
Delaware, UK and Luxembourg entities to
satisfy investor requirements.
As a fund administrator, it is essential to have
offices that can service these multijurisdictional funds, while also having a
presence in close proximity to the fund
manager. Administrators offering a bespoke
service are best placed to cope with the
complexity and variety of fund structures
now being established. Effective coordination of cross-border service provision
is a key factor in maintaining high standards.
The ability to offer an extended single
working day across Asian, European and US
time zones is often a critical factor for
managers choosing a Jersey based
administrator.

Jersey has been a leading jurisdiction for
alternative investment funds for many years
and is well placed to serve the growth of
investments in alternative assets in China
and across Asia. When Jersey-based service
providers are involved, they are able to pass
on their knowledge, experience and best
practice to their Chinese and Asian clients.
Directors with specific Chinese and Asian
transaction experience, and an
understanding of the nuances and
difficulties in negotiations, are also well
placed to act on the boards of asset holding
companies and general partners.

In summary			
Jersey has become a jurisdiction of choice
for Asian managers seeking to raise capital in
Europe and the United States. To maintain
the edge it currently enjoys over rival
jurisdictions, Jersey must continue to
improve its reputation for delivering first
class fund administration services, within an
effective and internationally recognised
regulatory framework.

Noel walsh
Director
Asia
t: +852 3906 5800			
e:noel.walsh@sannegroup.com
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About our offices network
in Asia and beyond
SANNE, the leading global provider of
outsourced alternative assets and corporate
administration services, first established its
Asian presence in Hong Kong in 2010 shortly
followed by Shanghai. Most recently in 2014 a
Singapore office was set up. Our network of
offices provides Asian managers with highly
skilled and director led teams of asset class
specialists across private equity, real estate
and private debt & capital markets.
Our Asian teams are also working evermore
closely with our colleagues in the Middle East
and Africa as cross-border investment
between these key global investment regions
grows. We provide both fund and corporate
services including the establishment and
ongoing servicing of investment vehicles and
holding entities in many jurisdictions across

About Sanne
Group plc
Over 1000 people
worldwide

linkedin.com/company/sanne-group
twitter.com/SanneGroup
sannegroup.com

the globe including Singapore, Hong Kong,
Jersey, UK, the Netherlands and Ireland as
well as the Americas and the Caribbean.
With the recent completion of our
acquisition of IFS Group in Mauritius (the
market leading fund and corporate
administration business) we now have more
than 290+ professionals servicing the
Asia-Pacific region. To complement this
further, we have established operations in

the Americas, Europe and Africa, where we
employ more than 700 people. In total
across our global business we service 1000
clients, manage more than 5000 structures
and administer assets in excess of $200bn.
Should you wish to find out more about our
services and operations in Asia-Pacific, the
Americas, Europe or Africa, please speak to
us; we would be delighted to hear from you.

Valérie Mantot
Director				
Asia
t: +65 6809 3777 			
e: valerie.mantot@sannegroup.com

Cecilia Cheung
Director 					
Hong Kong
t: +852 3906 5808
e: cecilia.cheung@sannegroup.com

Over £160 billion assets
under administration

Robert Glasspool
LOCATIONS

Director 					
Hong Kong
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e: robert.glasspool@sannegroup.com

Jing Jing Qian
These are the 		
things that make
the difference.

Director 				
Shanghai
t: +86 21 6097 6701			
e: jingjing.qian@sannegroup.com

Information on Sanne and its regulators can be accessed via sannegroup.com
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